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Watch ‘65.3 Million
Reasons Why ’

World Humanitarian Day, observed annually on August 19th, is dedicated to humanitarian workers worldwide
who risk danger at the scenes of conflict and natural disaster. International Day of Peace, also known as the day
of ceasefire, is celebrated every September 21st. To commemorate this year’s International Day of Peace, Black
Eyed Peas released a remake of their hit, “Where is the Love.”
65.3 million people who have fled from conflict, violence, and persecution have become refugees today.
UNHCR’s refugee protection operations in 127 countries will continue so that more and more people will join us
in peacebuilding and humanitarian activities around the world.

Watch ‘Where is
the Love’ by Black
Eyed Peas
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Forced displacement, most of it from war and conflict, has risen sharply in the past decade. Much of it is a result of Syria’s crisis,
but also from a proliferation of new situations and unresolved old emergencies. By the end of 2015, 65.3 million people have
been forced tqo flee, out of which 20 million live as refugees while others remain internally displaced. UNHCR works to ensure
people are sheltered and protected during all stages of their displacement.

Types of Shelter - What types of shelter do refugees live in?

1. Emergency Shelter
Refugees have to leave everything behind
when fleeing from urgent and violent situations.
When a refugee crisis begins to unfold, UNHCR
responds quickly, evacuating them to a safe
location and assessing health conditions and
nutrition deficiencies of refugees. UNHCR works
with local governments and partners to secure
safe locations for refugees to move within the
country of origin or in neighboring countries.
Because frequent moves can add to the trauma
and uncertainty that the original flight has already
caused, refugee camps are often built where
emergency shelters are already located.
Emergency shelters have been developed to
provide refugees with clothes, food, and shelter
in the shortest amount of time. Accommodation
areas are arranged in blocks, which allows for
services such as piped water and sanitization
to be installed to serve a set number of
accommodations. Facilities and spaces for supply
distribution and storage are also included to
provide services effectively and safely

Emergency Shelter

2. Long-term Shelter

Longer-term Shelter ①

Longer-term Shelter ②

Longer-term Shelter ③

This Wooden Gable Frame Shelter gives families
greater protection from the rain, wind and sun and
lasts longer due to the sturdier construction and
more durable materials used. The floor and roof can
be covered, as seen here, by UNHCR tarpaulin. The
walls in this unit are covered by thatch cladding.
The shelter has a covered living area of 12m²
(4×3m) and a minimum height of 1.7m

UNHCR also upgrades timeworn emergency shelters.
UNHCR aims to turn the existing shelters to mud
bricked, galvanized metal roofed houses. These
weatherproof, durable structures provide protection and
a place where people can feel comfortable.

In situations where people may be unable to return
to their countries for many years, more durable and
longer-lasting shelter solutions like this give families
greater security, stability and sense of home. This
L-shape shelter comprises of two rooms, one
kitchen and one toilet and helps restore a sense of
home and normality

For many people and families forced to flee,
displacement does not end after weeks but lasts
for many years and on occasion, decades. On
average, refugees live away from home for 17
years, and UNHCR is working to create more
permanent and sustainable shelters solutions for
them.
The Framed Tent is suitable for a family of
five people and can be used in a variety of
situations, including in urban areas. This
tent is easy to transport and assemble in
an emergency situation. To protect people
from the wind, the tent needs to be securely
anchored to the ground with the provided guy
ropes and pegs. The symmetric flaps offer the
possibility to join two tents together for larger
families.
Life Span

One Year

Climate

Effective in average climates of 5-40°C

Materials

Polyester/cotton blend and plastic
sheeting for flooring

UNHCR has a portfolio of over 19 shelter
designs to provide the most suitable, tested
shelter solutions that can be adapted to local
environment, geography, climate, sociocultural
aspects, material, and technology. Moreover,
UNHCR ensures that any materials that need
to be bought are the lightest and most durable
for the conditions they will be used in. UNHCR
shelters are designed to meet the basic
humanitarian standards to protect health, dignity,
and safety of every person, and to support the
host community by creating jobs and providing
opportunities for vocational training.

Life Span

2-3 Years

Life Span

2-3 Years

Life Span

Ten Years

Climate

Effective in average climates of 10-30°C

Climate

Effective in average climates of 5-40°

Climate

Any

Materials

Wooden structure with local materials

Materials

Mud brick, roof beams, and iron sheets

Materials

Concrete, cement and brick

or tarpaulin for roofing

Cost

US$142

Height

3.3m

Dimension

Length 5m, height 4m, width 3m

Build

5 people to erect

A winterization kit can adapt the tent to

Build

3 people to erect

Cost

US$328

offer protection in freezing temperatures

Cost

US$229

Dimensions

Length 4m, height 2.2m, door entrance 1.4m

Winter
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What Shelter Provides – Why is shelter important?

UNHCR Shelters

“Shelter is the most
important thing for a human
being. It means safety, security
and comfort.”
For Refugees in Emergencies

Transitional/Longer-term

Hard Wearing/Semi-permanent

─ Syrian refugee Abu

3. Alternative Shelter
"In the Refugee Housing
Unit (RHU), there is space
to move unrestricted and
we started to buy things to
make ourselves feel at home,
like a set of drawers and a
TV. During the floods earlier
this year, all the tents were
damaged. But when we
were flooded at the end of
October, the RHUs were not
affected at all.”
─ Hamid

UNHCR works with academic and technical partners
to extend the range of shelter options available to
deploy in a variety of situations, helping to broaden the
emergency shelter options beyond tents and tarpaulins,
to include a temporary structure which will work in
emergencies, but will last for longer if needed. For
example, with help and funds from the IKEA Foundation,
UNHCR developed the Refugee Housing Unit (RHU) - a
flat pack, snap together two-room home made from
recycled material with a lockable door and solar power
outlet to provide privacy and shelter to families who
have fled. RHU allows for a safer and improved life, and
is especially useful for long-term refugees who live in
locations that lack access to construction material. This

Hamid, 55, who fled Fallujah, Iraq two years ago because of Isis’s military operations, is currently living in Camp Al
Jamea’a with his ill wife and six children. © UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

form of shelter was introduced in May 2016. RHU has
since been used in Djibouti, Macedonia, Greece and Iraq.

4. Shelter Solutions for Urban Areas
The shelters explained so far are not the only forms of
shelter that refugees live in. 70% of refugees worldwide
live not in refugee camps or refugee settlements, but
in urban areas alongside local residents. Mainly living
in run-down shared accommodations and abandoned
properties, these refugees are constantly exposed to the
risk of eviction, discrimination, and exploitation. They
are paying shockingly high rents for accommodation
that is not weather-proof and often lacks water and
sanitation facilities. UNHCR provides the vulnerable
– women/child-headed households, the elderly, and
the disabled – with supply and services such as cash,
shelter kits and legal advice to improve their shelter
environment. Cash grants are particularly a cost-efficient
method that gives each and every refugee a chance to
Rafaa, who had to leave her hometown Homs, Syria four years ago is living with her husband and four children in
a shelter located in the middle of a banana field. With the shelter kit and wall reinforcement material provided by
UNHCR, her family lives in a weatherproof home with safety and privacy. © UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

50-year-old Syrian refugee Abu shares the drawings by his two daughters. After leaving his home in Syria, he brought his family to Lebanon in 2013 to keep them safe. He is
currently living in a renovated apartment provided by UNHCR. © UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

choose and a sense of dignity.

Shelter provides physical protection
Shelter provides refugees physical protection
that saves lives and keeps them healthy against
disease and illness. Families are at a greater risk
of being exposed to disease and epidemics when
sleeping out in the open, particularly those who
are older, already ill, disabled or injured. A shelter
with a locked door is also vital to protecting
women and girls from sexual violence.
“During these journeys people suffer. It’s too cold
for mothers to be sleeping out on the streets
with their children. It’s important to have a place
to rest, to eat.”
─ Mexican refugee Ada
“I worried the whole journey that we would be
robbed, raped or kidnapped. We were lucky to
make it to this shelter and to be safe here.”
─ Mexican refugee Mirna

Shelter provides stability, dignity, and
privacy
Shelter not only helps to protect physical
health but also helps to improve mental
health by providing an emotional base. The
emotional trauma of leaving behind your home
and possessions can be devastating. Without
shelter, that trauma cannot end and can lead to
mental health issues like anxiety and depression.
Moreover, shelter provides families with privacy
and dignity that allows them to feel ‘normal’
again.
“Privacy is important because there is less
distraction and we can be a family and have
time to ourselves.”
─ Burundian refugee Jacqueline
“What I care about the most is to keep my family
under one roof where the kids can be warm,
where they can eat, and be safe.”
─ Syrian refugee Hayel

Shelter provides a link between the
past and the future
A stable shelter is the center of all of life’s
activities. A safe and stable place allows refugees
to keep their possessions from the past and
continue with the present life. It makes daily
routines such as sleeping, cooking, and laundry
possible, and in the long-term, adequate shelter
provides space to begin to think about education,
career, and the future to rebuild a life again.
Having a house also means having an address.
People know where you are, they can find you
at your house.”
─ Burundian refugee Emmanuel
“What matters to me the most is that my children
can get an education.”
─ Syrian refugee Rafaa
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Dreaming a new hope at her shelter – Burundian refugee Jacqueline’s story

Watch a video clip of
Jacqueline

UNHCR Assistant Shelter Officer Harith poses with some children of Al Jamea’a camp in Central Baghdad. Camp Al Jamea’a was opened in April 2015 and the Refugee Housing

Jacqueline is smiling with her sons Alikeli and Dani in front of the shelter she was provided from UNHCR. © UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

Units were installed in September 2015 with the help of the IKEA Foundation. © UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

In May 2016, UNHCR launched the global
campaign, "Nobody Left Outside - When
people are forced to flee you can help shelter
them" that aims to provide shelter to 2 million
refugees by 2018.
UNHCR is leading the international action to
protect people who have been forced to flee
because of conflict and persecution. UNHCR
holds the largest amount of tents among the
international humanitarian agencies, and
purchases 70,000 tents and 2 million tarpaulins
every year. Along with other aid items, tents
are stored in one of three centres in Dubai,
Copenhagen or Durban to allow for targeted
and rapid deployment to meet emerging and
on-going needs of displaced people.

97% of UNHCR’s funding consists of voluntary
donations. The 2016 Global Shelter Campaign
is expected to cost US$724 million, and
currently US$500 million are needed to provide
shelter to refugees in the Southern Saharan
regions of Africa, the Middle East, and North
Africa.
Without adequate shelter, millions of refugees
that have fled from conflict, violence, and
persecution will become homeless or live in
run-down dwellings with their life, dignity, and
future in danger.
We hope you would participate in building a
roof of hope for refugee families to help them
rebuild their lives in a safe and adequate
shelter.

“Shelter is the foundation
stone for refugees to
survive and recover, and
should be considered a
non-negotiable human
right. As we tackle
worldwide displacement
on a level not seen since
World War II, no refugee
should be left outside.”
─ Filippo Grandi, UN High Commissioner
for Refugees

When violence spread through Burundi,
25-year-old Jacqueline, pregnant with her
second child, fled with her husband and her
son.

“My husband has built a kitchen and is
building a bed so that we can sleep better.
We will make the best home we can for our
boys. We feel much safer here because I can
keep things clean and make sure the children
are well. Privacy is important because there
is less distraction and we can be a family and
have time to ourselves.”

“We had to leave Burundi because people
who sided with the government were chasing
people from their homes and if they found
you at home, they would punish you or kill
you. We were so scared we decided to leave.
I was pregnant at the time and it was a hard
journey but we had no choice.”
After arriving in Tanzania at the height of the
emergency, the family spent four months in a
transit shelter before being allocated a UNHCR
family shelter in the new Nduta refugee camp.
Today, Jacqueline and Joseph are safe with
their children Alikeli, seven, and baby Dani (5
months) and working hard to make their wood
framed, tarpaulin shelter the best temporary
home.

“I would like a shelter with mud brick walls
and a door. I would love to have cement on
the floor and a proper corrugated roof. With
a door we could shut it and keep out the
insect, leaves or the rain. In this family shelter
we have safety but I hope that we can have
a better future in time. I want my children to
have a better life and I know if I can get more
work I can get this for them.”
Jacqueline is resting at her shelter with young Dani.
© UNHCR / Sebastian Rich

*The lives of refugee families like Jacqueline’s can be
protected with your donation!
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#TeamRefugees

The Unfinished Story of
the Refugee Olympic Team

On August 22nd, the historic Rio Olympics came to a close.
The passion and the Olympic spirit of the ten Team Refugees athletes
delivered a message of harmony and friendship to the world, and a message of hope to refugees.

A mural painted on the wall of an abandoned warehouse by Rio street artists to commemorate the first ever refugee team to compete at an Olympic Games.
© UNHCR / Alexandre Saint-Denis

“I am very happy with the
result of the race as I
was competing until the
finish line among so many
champions.”
─ Rose Nathike Lokonyen, Women's
800-metre Runner

“I’ll carry on training to
fight stronger in every
competition.”
─ Yolande Mabika, Judoka

Reunited with long-lost mother

Yiech Pur Biel of the Refugee Olympics
Team(ROT) reunited with his long-lost mother
after the Olympics. Early one morning as he
woke up in his room at the Olympic Village
in Rio, he answered a call from a number he
did not recognize and a voice that he had not
heard for a dozen years came on the line.
“It was my mum. I didn't know if she was
alive or dead. She didn't know if I was alive
or dead, in fact she thought I was gone. Even
today I can't believe it.”
Biel, a South Sudanese, was separated from
his parents in 2005 fleeing the war at home,
and grew up alone as a refugee in Kenya.
After several years, someone living near his
hometown had seen a Facebook post about
him competing in the ROT at the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games, and that person made the
reunion possible.
“All of this just makes me believe anything is
possible, as long as you work hard and do
good. You know this is just the beginning for
us all. I tell my fellow refugees, in fact I say to
anyone: to achieve great things takes time.
There will be challenges. The key thing is,
never lose hope."

Refugees keep up the Olympic Spirit
to the Paralympic Games

①

②

③

Continuing the excitement from the Rio
Olympic Games, the Paralympics Games were
held from September 8th to the 19th. Two
refugee athletes participated. Syrian refugee
Ibrahim Al-Hussein, who served as one of the
torchbearers, and Iranian refugee Shahrad
Nasajour competed in swimming and discus,
respectively. The two athletes have proved that
it is possible to overcome both the challenges
of being a refugee and being disabled.

#WithRefugees Campaign

After making history at the 2016 Summer
Olympics, ROT swimmer Yusra Mardini from
Syria and runner Yeich Pur Biel from South
Sudan attended the #WithRefugees Campaign
Petition Handover Ceremony. Along with
resettled refugees living in the United States,
the two athletes, representing all refugees,
called for the international community’s
support to provide education to all refugee
children, shelter to all refugee families, and
work and vocational training to all refugees.
The ten ROT athletes and two Paralympic
Games athletes have opened a new
beginning for all refugees to move on to a
future filled with hopes and dreams.

① South Sudanese runner Yiech Pur Biel participating in
the men’s 800m game © UNHCR / Benjamin Loyseau
② Even after losing his right leg from the Syrian Crisis,
swimmer Ibrahim demonstrated true Olympic spirit and
received the Whang Youn Dai Achievement Award.
© UNHCR / Benjamin Loyseau
③ Yiech Pur Biel and Yusra Mardini participating in the
#WithRefugees Campaign Petition Handover Ceremony
held at the United Nations Headquarters with model
Alek Wek and actor Ben Stiller © UNHCR / Slaven
Vlasic

“Actually, it changed my life.
Not only me, but all the 10 athletes of the refugee team.
There will be challenges.
The key thing is, never lose hope.”
─ Yiech Pur Biel, Men’s 800m Runner
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UNHCR Korea
#WithRefugees Petition

The #WithRefugees Global Petition was launched
on World Refugee Day 2016, and concluded
with a success, collecting more than 1.2 million
signatures internationally, including here in Korea.
The Petition was delivered to the United Nations
General Assembly held in New York, USA on
September 19th, and asked governments to
Ensure every refugee child gets an education.
Ensure every refugee family has somewhere safe
to live.
Ensure every refugee can work or learn new
skills to make a positive contribution to their
community

The first ever international high-level summit on
refugees and migrants was hosted by the General

Assembly, and expected to be a watershed moment
to strengthen the protection of refugees and
migrants. The Petition presentation ceremony also
included an ode to Syrian refugee child Alan Kurdi
and a recitation of the #WithRefugees petition
by UNHCR supporter Ben Stiller. The event also
featured a screening of a film, “What They Took with
Them,” produced for the #WithRefugees campaign
by UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Cate Blanchett
and her colleagues. The film was inspired by Jenifer
Toksvig’s poem of the same
title.

Watch “What They Took
with Them”

Former refugee journalist visits
UNHCR Korea
Journalist Nour Saeed, a Syrian refugee currently
living in Sweden, visited UNHCR Korea in August
2016. She shared her stories of survival from the
August 2013 massacre in her hometown of Latakia,
Syria and talked about how she fled to Europe
by sea. She also spoke about her undercover
investigations on Syrian artifact smugglers and
counterfeit passport brokers.

UN Deputy High Commissioner for
Refugees Kelly Clements visits Korea

Republic of Korea supports Afghan
refugee girls in Iran

UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Jung Woosung works as a face-to-face campaigner

Surprise donation by G-Dragon on his
29th birthday

Reuters Photo Exhibit docent program for
donors

The Deputy High Commissioner(DHC) for Refugees,
Kelly Clements made an official visit to Korea on
July 4th. The DHC met with the authorities from the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Justice, and
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA)
to explain the mid-term and long-term strategic
priorities of UNHCR. She also called on the Korean
government to play a leading role at the UN General
Assembly and the US President Obama-chaired
Summit for Refugees and Migrants in September.
The DHC also visited the Immigration Reception
Center located in Incheon City. Through a number
of interviews with the Korean press, the DHC
expressed gratitude toward the Korean Government
and its people for their interest in and assistance for
refugees and asked for their continuing support.

The Republic of Korea’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (MOFA) signed an MOU with UNHCR Iran,
reconfirming its commitment to support Afghan
refugees living in the Islamic Republic of Iran. The
US$6 million donation was voluntarily offered by
the MOFA for the Protection and Humanitarian
Support for Afghan Refugee Girls in Iran Program
and will be used to improve refugee girls’ health,
to develop their independence, and to increase
their access to education and sustainable means of
living. The Program will also support general public
health insurance plans; subsidize medical facilities;
build and repair schools; fund language courses;
provide and distribute sanitation kits; and provide
business and vocational training to help small family
businesses to operate.

UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Jung Woo-sung
dropped by the fundraising booth in front of
the UNHCR Korea office on August 3rd, and
volunteered to be a face-to-face campaigner for
the day. Speaking with the visitors, Jung stressed
the importance of supporting UNHCR’s Persons
of Concern (PoCs) around the world, and asked
people to become UNHCR donors. He also shared
information about the #WithRefugees Petition that
began in June.

G-Dragon, the leader of a popular K-pop group
Big Bang, donated 81.8 million KRW to UNHCR
Korea. G-Dragon stated, “I decided to make a
donation when I learned about the seriousness of
refugee issues around the world caused by wars
and violence.” He added, “I hope my donation helps
more people to become aware and supportive of
UNHCR’s work.” G-Dragon had sought guidance
from the UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on
making a financial contribution to the work of the
United Nations, and followed his suggestion to
donate through UNHCR Korea.

On September 24th, UNHCR Korea invited donors
to a special docent program for the exhibit, “Reuters:
Our World Now” at the Hangaram Art Museum of
the Seoul Arts Center. The exhibit looked back on
moments in history through six galleries, named
Reuters Classic, Emotion, Unique, Travel on Earth,
Reality, and Spotlight. In particular, visitors had
the opportunity to experience refugee issues at
the Reality gallery, with its focus on international
conflicts and images of refugees. 60 people
participated in this event including our donors’
families, UNHCR Korea Representative Naveed
Hussein, photo exhibit organizers including the
curator Ho Jeongeun, and the staff of UNHCR
Korea.

2016 World Humanitarian Day Campaign

Paperless year-end tax adjustment

UNHCR Korea was a co-organizer of the World
Humanitarian Day celebration that included 17
humanitarian organizations, including Korean NGO
Council for Overseas Development Cooperation,
World Food Programme, Save the Children, and
Child Fund Korea. The event took place at the
Gwanghwamun Square on August 19th. The World
Humanitarian Day campaign was also carried out
both online and offline throughout the month
of August to promote this year’s theme, ‘One
Humanity,’ and featured photo exhibits, activity
booths, photo zones, and message boards. UNHCR
Korea also set up a virtual reality experience booth
to take the visitors to the Zaatari Refugee Camp and
collected signatures for the #WithRefugees Petition.

Thank you for your donation to UNHCR Korea. To
help save money on printing and postage and direct
our resources to refugees in need, UNHCR Korea no
longer mails out donation receipts. You can get your
donation receipts through National Tax Service's
Simplification Services for Year-End Tax Adjustment.
Visit the UNHCR homepage or call us (Donor Care
Team at 02-773-7272) to learn how to register your
resident registration number (RRN) with the National
Tax Service's Simplification Services for Year-end Tax
Adjustment.

Donor Q&A

For more Q&A

Here are the two most commonly asked questions from our donors.

Q1. Where does my donation go?

Q2. Do you conduct fundraising activities in public

Your donation is used solely for our work to protect refugees. It is used
in various areas of refugee protection such as registration, shelter, water,
sanitation facilities, nutrition, health services, and education.
Your donation is used in over 120 countries across the globe. In 2015,
57% of UNHCR’s Persons of Concern (PoCs) lived in Africa and the Middle
East, and 68% of our funding was used in these parts of the world.

*How to check your RRN registration status

Go to the UNHCR
Korea Homepage
www.unhcr.or.kr

Verify your registration
status by clicking on View/
Edit Basic Information

Click on ‘My Donation’
located in the middle of
the page and log in

Research who
needs what
type of support
and where
Click on User
Information

Raise funds
from donors
around the
world, including
in Korea

Deliver
donation to
the UNHCR
Headquarters

Use all donation
for refugees in
refugee situations
or emergencies

places?
Yes, UNHCR Korea is conducting face-to-face fundraising activities in
public places to share information about UNHCR’s mission and activities,
and to ask people to become our donors. Fundraisers wear name tags and
blue UNHCR vests. Our booths have banners and photos of the UNHCR
refugee camps, and are located on the streets and subway stations to
make us more visible to a large transient population.
In conducting the face-to-face
fundraising campaigns, we do not
ask for credit card (or check card)
information, collect cash donation, or
install collection boxes. Instead, we
ask our donors to provide personal
information and bank account
information by filling out the UNHCR
Korea Donation Agreement Form.
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Thank You - Donation Agreement Form

UNHCR is a specialized UN agency that has an emergency response system capable
of providing protection and assistance for up to 600,000 people within 72 hours.

First in, Last out
Watch a video clip of
Angelina Jolie

Six years after, the Syrian conflict is still on-going. In Iraq, the recent military offensive in Mosul displaced millions. Nigerians are fleeing from home because
of the continuing attacks by the armed rebels. There are over one million refugees in South Sudan. Burundi is experiencing political instability. Refugees
continue to arrive in Europe even a year after the death of Alan Kurdi. To speak about these emergencies and more, UNHCR Special Envoy Angelina
Jolie and the rock band U2’s Lead Singer Bono visited Jordan and Nigeria, respectively, to highlight the urgency of protecting refugees. Some of our key

Watch a video clip of
Jacqueline

Donation Agreement Form
Anyone including current donors can make a donation by sending a photo of the complete donation form via text message to 1666-5146

emergencies that need your immediate support are as follows

Europe
Number of
Refugees

Funding

Syria
Out of 300,000 people who crossed
the Mediterranean, 3,200 people have
died or disappeared
54% funded out of US$389.31 million
needed

Regional
Situation
Number of
Refugees
Number of
Internally
Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
Funding

Europe

The biggest humanitarian crisis of our
time due to the six-year-long civil war
4.8 million

Regional
Situation

8.7 million

Number of
Refugees
Number of
Internally
Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
Support

Refugees: 58% funded out of
US$1,286,130,000 needed
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs):
33% funded out of US$329.41
million needed

Asia

Funding

Number of
Refugees
Number of
Internally
Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
Support

Africa

Funding

Burundi

Nigeria
Regional
Situation

*Fund unit : US dollar
*Statistics and funding update : 2016. 8. - 9.
*Only UNHCR funding included if funding is inter-organizational

Number of
Refugees
Number of
Internally
Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
Funding

Hundreds of thousands of people
have fled over the past few months
due to the Mosul conflict between the
government forces and rebels
230,000
3.35 million

2 million

24% funded out of US$172 million
needed

Regional
Situation
Number of
refugees
Number of
Internally
Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
Funding

Date of Birth

Telephone Number

Email

Address
Yes

Bank Account Information
*For a one-off donation, the amount will be withdrawn only once.

Do you want to use your existing donation account?
Yes
No
─ If ‘Yes,’ please indicate only the type of campaign and the donation amount.
Account Number

Political and military conflict since
2013 after its independence from
Sudan in 2011
Over one million

Name of Account Holder

Date of Birth of Account Holder

1.61 million

Amount

Over 100 tons of emergency response
supply airlifted in September
12% funded out of US$333.12 million
needed

Number of refugees has been
increasing since 2015 due to political
instability, violence, and persecution
300,000
40,000

44% funded out of US$180.6 million
needed

No

Your donation information is used only for managing your own donation. Details about UNHCR’s personal information collection and processing can be viewed by clicking on the
“Privacy Policy” link at the bottom of UNHCR Korea’s website (www.unhcr.or.kr).

Bank

Burundi
Recently designated a level-three
emergency due to Boko Haram’s attack
on Northeast regions
160,000

Name

If you are a new donor, do you agree to receive UNHCR Korea’s donation related information?
Currently constructing 6 new refugee
camps that can protect 120,000
people
41% funded out of US$584 million
needed

South Sudan
Regional
Situation

Are you already a regular donor ?
Yes
No
─ If ‘Yes,’ please fill out only your name, date of birth and telephone number.

Donor Information

Iraq

Select Campaign

Shelter Campaign

Wherever Most Needed

Syria Emergency

For a donation receipt issuance, please fill out your resident registration number.

Worldwide Emergency
─ Europe, Iraq, Nigeria, South Sudan, Burundi and more

With 1,000,000 KRW, you can provide 4 months’ rent for a vulnerable refugee family in Jordan (once)
With 500,000 KRW, you can provide an insulation kit that can help two refugee families living in unfinished
buildings in Lebanon spend a warm winter (once).
With 200,000 KRW, you can provide tarpaulin sheets that can be used as a wall or roof for ten refugee
families in Chad (once).
With 100,000 KRW, you can provide sleeping mats that can help ten refugee families to live more
comfortably in a temporary home (once).
I will donate 30,000 KRW every month
I will donate 10,000 KRW every month
Other(
Regular
One-off )
KRW

*If you are an existing donor who is making a one-off donation, the one-off donation will be made in addition to your monthly donation. If the Donation Agreement Form is received by
UNHCR Korea after your regular withdrawal date, the one-off donation will be processed in the next calendar month.
*If the amount was not withdrawn successfully due to insufficient balance in the account or any other reasons, one more attempt will be made either on the 25th of the same month
(withdrawal on the 10th) or on the 5th of the next month (withdrawal on the 20th/25th).
*Individual (including private business owners) and corporate donors can obtain a donation receipt in accordance with the Income Tax Act and the Corporate Tax Act of the Republic of Korea.

These are just some of the
examples to explain how your
donation can be used. UNHCR
will use your donation in the
most efficient and appropriate
manner possible for refugees
around the world, taking into
consideration the demand
and funding status of each
region. For more details, please
refer to the autumn edition of
“With You.”

I hereby consent to the collection of personal information and bank account information
indicated above for the purpose of receiving donor services.
Year

Month

Day

Applicant

Your helping hands bring big changes to the lives of refugees. Thank you for your support!

(Signature)

With UNHCR - Create a shelter for refugees

Create a shelter for refugees
Write your messages, color and
draw on this empty refugee camp
to make it beautiful!
*You may send in either one of the two photos to
participate in this contest.

Send us a picture of the refugee shelter
you created via text message to 16665147 by October 31st with the following
information: 2016 Autumn Edition/Your
Name/Your Address (e.g. 2016 Autumn
Edition/Hong Gil-dong/6, Mugyo-ro,
Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea). UNHCR Korea
will send a small gift of gratitude to
selected participants.

Answers for the crossword puzzle in
the summer issue
Thank you to everyone who participated!
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Tel 02-773-7272 (Corporate Donation 02-773-7075)
Blog blog.naver.com/unhcr_korea

E-mail withyou@unhcr.or.kr

Happy Bean happylog.naver.com/unhcr

Homepage www.unhcr.or.kr

Facebook www.facebook.com/unhcr.korea

Bank Account Kukmin Bank 407537-01-004288 (Account holder: UNHCR)
Address (04523) 7F. Kumsegi Building, 6 Mugyo-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Print using soy ink ─ UNHCR uses eco-friendly soy ink with the environment in mind.

